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Abstract

The polydispersity of hyaluronan (HA) presents challenges for analyzing its solution properties,

such as the relationship between mass and particle size. The broad mass range of natural HA

(≤50-fold) makes molecular characterization difficult and ambiguous compared to molecules with

known molecular weights (e.g., proteins). Biophysical studies show that large >MDa HA behaves

like a random coil, whereas very small (e.g., 10 kDa) HA behaves like a rod. However, the mass range

for this conformational transition is not easily determined in natural polydisperse HA. Some HA

receptors (e.g., CD44 and HARE) initiate signaling responses upon binding HA in the 100–300 kDa

range, but not larger MDa HA. Size-dependent responses are studied using nonnatural HA: purified

narrow-size range HA [Pandey MS, Baggenstoss BA, Washburn J, Harris EN, Weigel PH. 2013. The

hyaluronan receptor for endocytosis (HARE) activates NF-κB-mediated gene expression in response

to 40–400 kDa, but not smaller or sarger, hyaluronans. J Biol Chem. 288:14068–14079] and very nar-

row size range Select-HA made chemo-enzymatically [Jing W, DeAngelis PL. 2004. Synchronized

chemoenzymatic synthesis of monodisperse hyaluronan polymers. J Biol Chem. 279:42345–42349].

Here, we used size exclusion chromatography and multiangle light scattering to determine the

weight-average molar mass and diameter of ~60 very narrow size preparations from 29 to 1650 kDa.

The ratio of HA mass to HA diameter showed a transition in the 150–250 kDa size range (~65 nm). The

HA rod-to-coil transition occurs within the size range that specifically activates cell signaling by some

receptors. Thus, size-specific signaling could be due to unique external receptor•HA conformation

changes that enable transmembrane-mediated activation of cytoplasmic domains. Alternatively

and more likely, transition-size HA may enable multiple receptors to bind the same HA, creating

new internal signal-competent cytoplasmic domain complexes.
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Introduction

The solution properties and characteristics of hyaluronan (HA) have
been studied extensively using a diverse array of biophysical techniques
and instruments, including atomic force microscopy (Cowman et al.
1998), optical force probe assays (Chang et al. 2016), equilibrium cen-
trifugation (Hokputsa et al. 2003), gel electrophoresis (Bhilocha et al.
2011; Cowman et al. 2011) and MALS with detection by either refract-
ive index (Baggenstoss and Weigel 2006), intrinsic viscosity (Mendichi

et al. 2003; Podzimek et al. 2010), both together (La Gatta et al. 2010)
or by flow field-flow fractionation (Kim et al. 2015). Many of these
studies examined the relationship between HA mass and size, generally
radius (e.g., radius of gyration), by assessing how HA intrinsic viscosity
[η] varies with its mass (e.g., the Mark–Houwink relationship: η = KMa,
where M is mass and a and K depend on the solute conditions).

Molecular modeling and NMR studies have elucidated the con-
formation of HA oligos and the detailed molecular interactions
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between the HA oligos and the HA-binding Link domains of TSG-6
(Higman et al. 2014) and CD44 (Banerji et al. 2007; Jamison et al.
2011). However, technical issues currently limit and preclude the
use of NMR or modeling studies with HA larger than 10 sugars; 6-
and 8-mers are used most often. Thus, current structural data are
necessarily biased toward an HA structure that is very short and
rod-like. It should be expected, therefore, that the details of molecu-
lar interactions determined between an HA oligo and a receptor (or
just its Link domain) may not be fully recapitulated in a complex
between full-length intact (membrane bound) HA receptor and
much larger signaling HA (e.g., 200 kDa). Some interactions found
with the smaller partners may be altered or missing, due to exclu-
sion or hindrance, and new interactions may be present between
other regions of the binding partners which are missing in the model
system interactions.

West et al. (1985) reported that HA fragments between 4 (an
octamer) and 25 disaccharides (~10 kDa) were signaling competent
to initiate angiogenesis and that large MDa HA or extensively
digested HA (i.e., mostly tetra- and hexa-oligos) were not angio-
genic. Other studies confirmed this remarkable and unexpected dis-
covery (West and Kumar 1989; Lees et al. 1995; Liu et al. 1996;
Slevin et al. 2002), and RHAMM was identified as the likely HA
receptor responding to these HA oligomers in primary human endo-
thelial cells (Lokeshwar and Selzer 2000). These findings energized
other investigators to examine possible HA size-dependent signaling
in other systems (Turley et al. 2002) and a second active size range
at about 200 kDa was then discovered for HA-stimulated signal
transduction leading to gene expression changes in macrophages
(Noble et al. 1996; McKee et al. 1997; Horton et al. 1999) or rat
liver Kupffer and sinusoidal endothelial cells (Rockey et al. 1998).
Although these latter four studies used commercial umbilical cord
HA fragments with up to 2% human protein contaminants, McKee
et al. (1996) showed that highly purified rooster comb HA was also
active when sonicated to ~200 kDa, whereas intact MDa HA was
inactive. This important control indicated that contaminating
growth factors or hormones in the umbilical preparations were not
responsible for the biologic responses. Interestingly, HA hexamers
were also active (McKee et al. 1996), indicating that the active HA
size range for signaling in macrophpages might be from 1.2 to
400 kDa, but this has not been verified and endotoxin contamin-
ation could also be an issue (Dong et al. 2016). Concerns have also
been raised about studies with HA fragments because endotoxin is
found everywhere in our environment (Di Luzio and Friedmann,
1973) and hyaluronidase-generated fragments are usually contami-
nated with endotoxin (Dong et al. 2016), unless special reagents are
used (Huang et al. 2014).

Although no studies have shown direct binding of HA by TLR2
or TLR4, TLR2 is implicated as a necessary receptor for the HA-
mediated responses to ~100–400 kDa HA (Scheibner et al. 2006).
Cell signaling mediated by CD44 (McKee et al. 1996) and HARE
(Pandey et al. 2013) also occur only with HA in the 200 kDa size
range. HARE, which is created by proteolysis, not mRNA splicing,
is the C-terminal half of full-length STAB2; both isoforms are inde-
pendent HA receptors (Harris et al. 2007).

It is now clear that HA plays two major roles in vertebrate and
mammalian physiology. The first function of HA, well known
within a few decades after its purification and characterization by
Meyer’s group (Meyer and Palmer 1934; Weissmann and Meyer
1952), is its role as a large molecule (e.g., 4–10MDa) structural
component in the extracellular matrices of virtually all tissues
(Toole 1990; Fraser et al. 1997; Hascall and Esko 2009). In

mammals, HA is the largest biomolecule made without a template.
Extensive studies, especially in specialized tissues (e.g., cartilage, syn-
ovial fluid and vitreous) with high concentrations of very large MDa
HA, contributed to our understanding that the very large size of HA
is an integral part of its ability to function physiologically and that if
its >MDa size is compromised, its tissue functionality can be readily
lost. It was thus surprising to follow the convincing documentation
of the second HA function; that HA fragments, much smaller than
the normal structural MDa HA, are able to stimulate cell signaling
pathways leading to a range of response outcomes. In retrospect, it
now makes physiologic sense that the appearance of abnormal smal-
ler HA should activate cell signaling cascades that create secretory
responses to resolve whatever tissue insult (e.g., injury or infection)
caused the generation of small HA. For example, HARE/STAB2 in
liver and lymph nodes may serve as a Tissue-Stress Sensor system
(Weigel et al. 2012), systemically monitoring in blood and lymph
fluid, respectively, the levels and patterns of circulating extracellular
matrix breakdown products (e.g., HA, dermatan sulfate, chondro-
itin sulfate types A, C, D and E) from tissue matrices throughout the
body;

Since the second type of HA receptor signaling often occurs only
in a relatively narrow 100–400 kDa size range, the fundamental
question has been: why or how is HA of this size different than the
HA that is smaller or larger? Since virtually all HA above about
2–4 kDa (10–20 sugars) is able to bind any of these HA receptors,
why is the consequence of stimulating signal transduction more than
simply binding to HA and so dependent on a particular size range?
Could the structure or conformation of signaling HA be somehow
different than that of larger or smaller HA? In this study, we used
size exclusion chromatography coupled to multiangle light scattering
(SEC-MALS) to characterize and analyze very-narrow size range
preparations made during Select-HA trial synthesis or production
runs and ranging in mass from 29 to 1645 kDa. We observed a dis-
continuity in the relationship between HA molecular size (diameter)
and weight-average molar mass (Mw) in the 200 kDa size range.
Below this transition point, HA is more rod-like, whereas above this
transition HA behaves more like a compact random coil. Thus, the
signal-competent HA size range may have different conformational
properties than larger nonsignaling HA allowing creation of unique
receptor•HA complexes activated for signaling as monomers.
Alternatively, HA conformational characteristics may not be import-
ant for signaling; transition-size HA may be intrinsically best suited
for creating oligomeric receptor•HA•receptor complexes in which
CDs interact to activate signaling.

Results

The complication of its polydispersity has made the biophysical
characterization of HA difficult, especially in efforts to understand
the hydrodynamic characteristics of an HA preparation for which
there is no uniform molecular size. Three types of HA preparations
with different molecular size ranges (broad or natural, narrow and
very narrow), illustrated visually in Figure 1, have been used to
study the size-dependent biology of HA. Naturally occurring HA,
made by any HA synthase, is polydisperse with the lowest and high-
est masses present typically representing up to a 50-fold size range.
For example, based on SEC-MALS analysis, we find that the 98%
HA size range (encompassing 98% of all HA; excluding the smallest
1% and largest 1%) for commercial Lifecore 215 and 51 kDa HA
made by Streptococcus pyogenes (Figure 1, lanes 1 and 2) is
21–431 kDa (20.5-fold) and 12–130 kDa (10.8-fold), respectively.
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Lifecore 154-, 309- and 621-kDa HA preparations had 98% size
ranges of 42-, 47- and 39-fold, respectively (not shown). In contrast
to these broader distributions of natural HA, HA preparations made
chemo-enzymatically (e.g., commercial Select-HA) show very nar-
row size ranges (Jing and DeAngelis 2004); typically <2-fold. The
98% range for 30 kDa Select HA was 26–35 kDa (Figure 1 lane 3,
bottom band), only a 1.3-fold size range and the larger 495 kDa
Select HA 98% size range was 460–549 kDa (Figure 1 lane 3, top
band), a 1.2-fold size range. Depending on the preparations being
compared, the size ranges of natural HA are about 10–35 times
broader than very-narrow size range Select-HA, which for some pre-
parations approach mono-dispersity. We define the third type of HA
preparations (Figure 1, lanes 4–8), which are not commercially
available, as narrow-size range HA. These low endotoxin HA pre-
parations, made by SEC fractionation of natural HA (Pandey et al.
2013), are much less polydisperse than natural HA and more similar
to Select-HA; only 2–3 times broader. For example, the 98% HA
size ranges of 13-, 28-, 51- and 87-kDa narrow range HA prepara-
tions (Figure 1) were 2.3-, 2.2-, 1.6- and 1.4-fold, respectively.

In this study, we examined samples of very-narrow size range
HA by SEC-MALS to determine the relationship between the Mw of
an HA cohort and its overall molecular volume, as indicated by its
diameter (Figure 2). We present the hydrodynamic data as diameter
rather than radius in order to reflect molecular size, since this is usu-
ally a more relevant concept in the context of cells, cell biology and
cell signaling. The relationship between the Mw of HA and its diam-
eter was linear (cc = 0.98) over a mass range from about 200 to
1645 kDa, the largest size examined (Figure 2A). However, data for
HA samples <200 kDa were not fit well by the same linear regres-
sion line. For these samples, the relationship between the HA Mw
and its diameter was also linear (cc = 0.75) over a mass range from
about 30 to 150 kDa (Figure 2B), but the slope for this relationship
[Δdiameter ÷ Δmass] was twice the value of the mass range above
200 kDa. Thus, HA with a Mw below about 200 kDa has a con-
formation that is much more like a rod compared to HA that is
>200 kDa, which is more folded and compact. The diameter of this
transition-size HA is roughly 65 nm. Figure 3 shows two examples
of the type of SEC-MALS data obtained for the HA preparations in

Figure 2B; the 30 and 527 kDa mass examples are less than and
more than, respectively, the transition zone HA masses noted above.

Discussion

The HA rod-to-coil transition

Several studies have concluded that as its mass decreases, HA under-
goes a change from a random coil to a rod-like conformation. La
Gatta et al. (2010) studied natural HA digested to different extents
by testicular hyaluronidase and concluded, based on Mark-
Houwink plots, that 1.4MDa HA behaves as a random coil and
10 kDa HA behaves as a rigid rod. The mass at which the rod-to-
coil transition occurred was not evident because of the broad HA-
size distributions in hyaluronidase digests. Using nine HA samples
with Mw values ranging from 90 to 3500 kDa, Mendichi et al.
(2003) found a curvilinear Mark–Houwink plot, also indicating a
transition from a more compact random coil to an extended rod-like
conformation as Mw decreases. Interestingly, since Mark–Houwink
plots of linear polymers are usually linear over an extended mass
range, whereas curved plots can indicate a branched structure,
Podzimek et al. (2010) concluded that HA is a branched polymer.

Fig. 1. Mass range distributions of three different types of HA preparations.

Samples of natural Lifecore (LC) HA, narrow-size range (NR) HA of the indi-

cated Mw made in-house by SEC fractionation and a Hyalose Lo-Ladder with

Select-HA mass markers (Ladder) of the indicated very-narrow size range

were subjected to agarose gel electrophoresis and staining as described in

Methods.

Fig. 2. SEC-MALS assessment of the relationship between weight-average

molar mass and particle size for very-narrow size range HA. Samples of

Select-HA and other very-narrow size range HA were analyzed by SEC-MALS

as described in Methods to determine weight-average molar mass and par-

ticle diameter. Values below or above 200 kDa are white or black circles,

respectively. (A) The full scale range of Mw values examined is shown with a

linear regression line (r2 = 0.98) using all data ≥200 kDa. (B) The scale in A is

expanded to highlight the region below ~500 kDa. The regression line for

samples >200 kDa is the same as in panel A and a different regression line

(r2 = 0.75) is shown for samples <200 kDa. The intersection of the two regres-

sion lines indicates that the midpoint of the transition in the relationship

between HA size and mass occurs at about 200 kDa. The change in HA con-

formation from an extended rod-like structure to a more compact random

coil likely occurs in stages over an extended mass range (e.g., 100–300 kDa)

around this approximate midpoint.
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Since HA is not branched, an alternative possibility is that the rela-
tionship between mass and size for HA is not uniform across all
masses; in particular HA that is less than 200–400 kDa may not
behave as the more ideal polymer that MDa HA might be. Bhilocha
et al. (2011) found a linear relationship for the migration of HA
in 0.5% agarose gels between 200 kDa and 8MDa, whereas
HA < 200 kDa showed an improved separation; migration distance
was more dependent on mass. Specific results were dependent on solu-
tion factors such as buffer and ionic strength. However, it is also pos-
sible that these migration differences during agarose gel electrophoresis
reflect a similar conformational transition to what we observed here
for HA above and below about 200 kDa (65 nm diameter); HA that is
<200 kDa is more elongated and rod-like and HA that is >200 kDa is
more compact and folded, like a random coil. Although this latter con-
clusion may need further study to confirm, it is consistent with the lit-
erature and the novel data presented in Figure 2.

Signaling receptors use different mechanisms to bind

HA and some may not bind HA directly

CD44, LYVE-1 and HARE/STAB2 are HA-binding proteins by vir-
tue of containing a conserved ~93 aa HA-binding Link domain, also
designated the HA-Binding Module. If the Link domain is deleted or
mutated, then HA binding and associated signaling do not occur.
HA binding to CD44 and subsequent signaling are also modified or
abrogated by alterations of CD44 glycans (Turley et al. 2002).
Deletion of an N-glycan in the HARE Link domain eliminates HA
signaling, but not HA binding and endocytosis, yet has no effect on

HARE-mediated signaling upon binding three other ligands (Pandey
and Weigel 2014). RHAMM lacks a Link domain but binds HA via
two B-X7-B motifs, where B is a positively charged Lys or Arg and
X is any amino acid except Asp and Glu (Yang et al. 1993). Layilin,
apparently named after an internal LAYILI238 sequence, has no
Link domain (Bono et al. 2001) but has two noncanonical B-X7-B
motifs that should not bind HA because they contain acidic (nega-
tive charge) residues that preclude binding (Yang et al. 1994).
Despite lacking the two known protein domains that bind to HA,
human Layilin specifically binds HA, but not other glycosaminoglycans
(Bono et al. 2001). Thus, the ability of Layilin to bind HA is by an as
yet unknown mechanism.

Five of the six characterized receptors responsive to binding HA
(CD44, HARE/Stab2, LYVE-1, Layilin and RHAMM) have been
shown to bind HA directly and to signal as a result of directly bind-
ing HA. In contrast, no studies have reported that either the TLR2
or TLR4 proteins bind HA. Human TLR2 and TLR4 do not have a
Link domain but they each have two B-X7-B motifs that do not have
acidic residues, although one motif in TLR4 contains Pro, which
could prevent alignment of HA carboxyl negative charges with posi-
tive charges of the B-X7-B motif. The human TLR4 motif
KRLTFTSNK36 and the two TLR2 motifs KYLNLSSTR447 and
RNAITTFSK525 potentially meet the criteria for HA binding (Yang
et al. 1994), but this possibility has not been reported in previous
studies. However, using a sensitive assay the Cowman group
recently found that HA fragments of approximately 50 kDa did not
bind to human TLR2 or TLR4, whereas four other HA-binding pro-
teins were active [Mary Cowman, personal communication (unpub-
lished data)]. If TLR2/4 do not bind HA directly, they might interact
with an accessory protein that does bind and is required for the
downstream signaling attributed to TLR2/4.

Note that studies in which B-X7-B sequences are incorporated into
recombinant peptides and shown to bind HA cannot be interpreted to
mean that these same motifs within the native protein are able to bind
HA. A B-X7-B motif in a native protein might not mediate HA binding
to the protein for multiple reasons (e.g., inaccessibility or steric hin-
drance). Mutations of a motif in the native protein must be shown to
abrogate HA binding to confirm its likely involvement in this function.
The Class I HA synthase family, for example, has two conserved tan-
dem B-X7-B sequences that are involved in the independent control of
HA synthesis rate and HA product size, yet HAS enzymes are not,
and cannot be, HA-binding proteins (Baggenstoss et al. 2017).

HA size dependence for receptor-mediated cell

signaling

There are several types or classes of cell signaling response systems
with the ability to detect and respond to different ranges of smaller-
size HA. The first receptor response type identified stimulated angio-
genesis in response to HA oligos from 8 to 50 sugars (West et al.
1985). Recent studies have shown that even tetrasaccharides, the
smallest HA structural units, appear to stimulate cell signaling (Xu
et al. 2002) and prevent neural damage (Torigoe et al. 2011),
although the detecting and responding receptor(s) have not yet been
identified. Surprisingly, therefore, some vertebrate cells can bind and
respond to very small HA, despite the expected poor binding constants
for such small molecule-protein interactions. Low or no detectable
binding to HA receptors, for which it has been determined (e.g.,
CD44, LYVE-1 and HARE/STAB2), occurs with molecules <6–8
sugars long (Lesley et al. 2000; Banerji et al. 2010; Pandey et al.
2013). A second type of HA receptor response activates cellular

Fig. 3. SEC-MALS data for very-narrow size range HA samples. Individual

SEC-MALS data are shown for 30 kDa (dashed line) and 527 kDa (solid line)

HA samples in Figure 2, processed as described in Methods. After it is frac-

tionated through the SEC resin, the eluate goes through the flow cells of a

multiangle laser light scattering instrument and then a refractive index (RI,

right scale) monitor, which continuously collect data from which the weight-

average molar mass (left scale) of individual scattering molecules is calcu-

lated, shown for the larger (circles) and smaller (triangles) HA samples; each

symbol represents the mean of data values collected over a 1 s interval

(every eighth value is shown). The RI values (solid and dashed lines) indicate

the HA concentration in the continuously monitored eluate. The lines

through each set of symbols were calculated by linear regression and are

essentially parallel with the X-axis, demonstrating that the masses of mole-

cules at the leading and trailing edges of the elution peak are virtually identi-

cal for these two very-narrow size range HA preparations. For normal

biological HA samples, made by any HA synthase, the masses eluting first

(left side) are many-fold greater than the smaller HA masses eluting at the

tail end (right side); a linear regression fit for these corresponding molar

mass values is typically sloped down (\) at a significant angle (e.g., 30–45

degrees) and the elution peak shape is not symmetric (Baggenstoss and

Weigel 2006).
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signal transduction pathways in response to binding HA that is lar-
ger than the <10 kDa size to which the first receptor type responds
but much smaller than the typical 4–10MDa size associated with
extracellular matrices. A consensus active HA size range for these
signaling-competent receptor responses, observed in many different
studies using different cell types, assays and HA preparations is
100–400 kDa (Turley et al. 2002; Stern et al. 2006).

Technically, all HA receptors show a size dependence for binding
HA. For example, LYVE-1 requires an HA length ≥22 sugars for
maximal interaction, based on competition assays with MDa HA
(Banerji et al. 2010) and in assays with end-labeled [3H]GlcUA HA
fragments, HARE binds with increasing affinity to oligos that are
10–20 sugars long (Pandey et al. 2013). Other HA-binding receptors
likely bind to all size ranges of HA above a similar length threshold.
Some signaling HA receptors have also shown HA size-dependent
activation of their cell signal cascades. Small HA found in vivo is
usually assumed to arise by hyaluroidase breakdown of MDa HA,
but it could also be made directly by HA synthases that are able to
make smaller HA normally, such as HAS3 (Brinck and Heldin
1999; Itano et al. 1999), or that are regulated to decrease their HA
product size (Baggenstoss et al. 2017). Depending on the cell type,
CD44 can be activated to signal by binding small HA oligos (Iacob
and Knudson 2006) or 200 kDa HA (Fitzgerald et al. 2000) but not
MDa HA. HA oligos can stimulate signaling indirectly by disrupting
normal CD44-HA complexes between some cells and HA in the
external matrix (or cell surface), as noted in the below section con-
trasting large and small HA.

HARE activates ERK1/2 and NFκB signaling during endocytosis
of 40–400 kDa, but not smaller or larger HA (Pandey et al. 2013).
To date, this latter study is the most detailed characterization of an
HA size dependence for cell signaling by an HA receptor, and it also
showed inhibition of cell signaling by nonsignaling HA. Layilin is an
HA-binding signaling receptor (Bono et al. 2001, 2005; Asano et al.
2014), but a dependence on HA size has not been reported. LYVE-1
avidity for HA (i.e., its functional affinity) depends on its ability to
homo-dimerize, form surface microclusters and create a network of
cross-linked receptor-HA complexes (Banerji et al. 2016; Lawrance
et al. 2016). Binding of HA to LYVE-1 in primary lymphatic endo-
thelium promotes junctional remodeling, but occurs with different
kinetics and downstream signaling outcomes in response to HA ≤
20 kDa or HA ≥135 kDa; however, MDa HA was not assessed for
its ability to activate LYVE-1 signaling [David Jackson, personal
communication (unpublished data)].

There are no reports that TLR2/4 bind HA directly, and at least one
study found they do not [Mary Cowman, personal communication
(unpublished data)]. Despite lack of evidence for TLR2/4 binding to
HA, many studies support their role in cellular responses to HA
(McKee et al. 1996; Noble et al. 1996; Horton et al. 1999; Jiang et al.
2006, 2011). Thus, TLR2 and TLR4 respond to 100–400 kDa HA, to
35 kDa HA and also to an HA hexamer but not to MDa HA.
RHAMM-mediated signaling can be activated by HA oligos (Gao et al.
2008) or MDa (Hall et al. 1994; Goueffic et al. 2006) HA, depending
on the cell type. We have found no systematic studies of the HA size
ranges that activate RHAMM, and perhaps this HA receptor does not
distinguish among various HA sizes for its ability to signal.

HA preparations used to study size-dependent

responses

Very few studies have accurately defined the active HA size range in
their system by testing either very-narrow size range HA preparations

obtained commercially or narrow-size range HA preparations made
in-house. Although it is tedious and time-consuming to prepare low
endotoxin narrow-size range HA, very useful preparations (Figure 1)
can be obtained by SEC fractionation , in which 2–3 elution fractions
at a consistent mass are pooled from multiple SEC runs. Hyalose pre-
viously sold a range of Select-HA products of very narrow size range
and also provided these as Lo-, Hi- and Mega-Ladders for use as HA
mass markers (Jing and DeAngelis 2004; Jing et al. 2006), which
cover a very broad size range (e.g., from ~25 kDa to 8MDa), to help
researchers calibrate the size of HA used or made in their system
(e.g., Bourguignon et al. 2004; Casalino-Matsuda et al. 2006;
Garantziotis et al. 2009). These novel HA mass markers, made
chemo-enzymatically, have very low polydispersity compared to nat-
ural HA made by fermentation (Figure 1). Although Hyalose no
longer makes HA, some inventory is still available including Select-
HA (50, 150, 500 and 1000 kDa) and Lo and Hi-Ladder markers.
When this inventory is sold-out, very narrow size range HA products
will no longer be available.

HA conformation, valency and receptor signaling

Many studies using different techniques find that HA can have
many types of secondary, tertiary and quaternary structure; some of
which might influence the nature and outcome of interactions with
receptors. HA has natural secondary structure as a left-handed helix,
due to its alternating β(1,4) and β(1,3) linkages. NMR studies by
Atkins et al. (1980) found that four intra-chain H-bonds per disac-
charide unit stabilize this left-handed helical conformation, as occurs
in a similar way for protein α-helices. Using X-ray diffraction, Mitra
et al. (1983) found HA in left-handed helices with a 0.95 nm rise per
disaccharide stabilized by intramolecular H-bonds. A stabilized left-
handed helix structure would stiffen shorter HA, making it even
more rod-like. Solid phase NMR and electron microscopy data indi-
cate that HA tertiary structure can be sheets or tubules, which are
modeled well by parallel, anti-parallel and stacked HA chains
(Mikelsaar and Scott 1994). Atomic force microscopy shows that
the same HA chain can interact with itself, probably in several ways
(Cowman et al. 1998). Based on modeling of NMR data, the local
structure for HA4-8 oligos is a compact left-handed 4-fold helix
(Almond et al. 2006).

An important concept for understanding HA-protein interactions
relates to the multi-valency of HA, first documented by Laurent
et al. (1986) in a landmark paper. They examined the binding of
defined HA oligos and two MDa HAs to rat liver sinusoidal endo-
thelial cells (expressing HARE/Stab2), and found that Kd values var-
ied from 4.6 × 10−6M for HA8 to 9 × 10−12M for 6.4MDa. Each
cell bound 105 oligos but only 103 molecules of 6.4MDa HA. This
effect was explained by the increased probability that much larger
HA binds to multiple receptors and to the same receptor for a longer
net time (i.e., koff decreases and kon increases), due to the repetitive
binding sequence along the HA chain. The multi-valent nature of
binding sites along an HA molecule effectively increases the ligand
concentration and increases receptor occupancy time with bound
ligand. More recently, this super-selectivity concept was elegantly
shown for HA interactions with CD44 (Dubacheva et al. 2015) and
highly sensitive nano-techniques are enabling the examination of
single CD44 interactions with HA (Bano et al. 2016).

A common question is whether nonsignaling HA blocks or inhi-
bits signaling HA. Few studies have examined this, but the answer
should be yes, since receptors that can bind HA can do so whether
the HA is or is not signaling competent. The HA-binding activity of
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CD44 (Kincade et al. 1997) and HARE (Pandey and Weigel 2014)
can be regulated by glycosylation of the Link domain but if they are
capable of binding any HA, they can bind to all HA sizes above the
oligomer threshold length for stable occupancy of the binding site. It
is the signaling outcome that appears to vary in response to the size
of HA bound. Thus, any bound nonsignaling HA should be a com-
petitive inhibitor of signaling HA. This is the case for HARE, which
only signals with 40–400 kDa HA, but binds and endocytoses HA
of all sizes, and as the content of signaling HA within any HA sam-
ple decreases, so does signaling (Pandey et al. 2013).

Two mechanisms can explain differential receptor

signaling by binding different size HA: cytoplasmic

domain conformational changes are either

transmembrane-mediated or induced by physical

clustering into oligomers

Many receptor cytoplasmic domains (CDs) are already phosphory-
lated and complexed with one or more signaling proteins prior to
their activation by HA. Intracellular signaling occurs in response to
external ligands when a receptor CD undergoes conformational changes
that enable new interactions with signaling proteins to be initiated or
activated. New CD binding interactions can be due: (i) to a new con-
formation in an individual CD, (ii) to new conformations created by
complex formation between two or more CDs or (iii) in the absence
of conformational changes, new [CD]n complexes create new binding
interfaces recognized by signaling factors. Figure 4 illustrates some of
the possibilities for three different hypothetical HA receptors (HAR;
Figures 4A–J) as they interact with various combinations of oligo,
transition-size 200 kDa or native MDa HA. HAR-1 and HAR-2
(Figure 4A–G) are involved in regulating “response-to-disruption”
signaling pathways (dark green arrows and CDs); disruption means
that normal MDa HA in the environment is altered, as detected by
either its displacement from a HAR or by the presence of smaller HA
generated by its degradation.

Model (i) represents transmembrane-mediated activation of an
internal CD by the external HA-binding event; a new ectodomain•HA
conformation alters the transmembrane domain, which in turn alters
receptor CD conformation to activate signal transduction. An example
is HAR-1 (tan ovals, Figure 4A), shown being activated by binding oli-
go HA (Figure 4B), 200 kDa HA (Figure 4C) or MDa HA (Figures 4E
and G). In contrast, models (ii) and (iii) are physical-spatial mechan-
isms that achieve internal CD activation, due to transition-size HA
(150–250 kDa) binding, without a required external transmembrane-
mediated conformational change. Spatial-physical mechanisms would
be highly dependent on HA mass, because a bound HA only has the
potential to oligomerize HAR-2 (gray ovals, Figure 4A) in close
enough proximity if it is small enough to allow the CDs to interact
(Figure 4D) and this provides the conformational driver for initiation
of new interactions leading to signaling (Pandey et al. 2013). If the
HA size is too small, then multiple receptors cannot be engaged
(Figures 4B and F) and if the size is too large, the engaged receptors are
too far apart to enable CD interactions (Figure 4E). These models also
predict that such bridging HA effects will occur at an optimal HA
concentration and be inhibited at higher concentrations of the same
HA, as individual receptor•HA complexes replace signal competent
receptor•HA•receptor complexes (Figure 4C). Similarly, nonsignaling
HA can displace and stop signaling by bridging transition-size HA,
which is ~65 nm in diameter (Figure 4F and G). Also, as HA size
increases other HAR interactions with the huge bound HA chain
(independent of the actual HA-binding site) might occur that hinder or

alter the conformation change needed for activation. Therefore, MDa
HA might intrinsically be less likely to activate signaling by receptors
designed to respond to a particular smaller HA size range, especially if
the activation mechanism is transmembrane-mediation of an ectodo-
main conformation change.

In contrast to HAR-1 and HAR-2 being involved in regulating
“response-to-disruption” pathways, HAR-3 regulates “stable-external-
contact” signaling pathways (Figure 4H–J, light green arrows and
CDs); HAR-3 is normally bound with MDa HA as part of its function
to convey information about the external environment and the
“response-to-disruption” pathways would be inactive. Competing
MDa HA that displaced endogenous bound MDa HA from HAR-3
would likely not activate a new response, whereas oligo (Figure 4I) or
200 kDa HA (Figure 4J) could displace MDa HA with abnormal
(smaller) HA resulting in repression of “stable-external-contact” sig-
naling and activation of “response-to-disruption” signaling.

We propose that the malleability of ~65 nm diameter HA in this
transition-size range is central to its signaling functionality. A key
concept is that transition-size HA is neither like a rod nor a coil
because Keq for this conformational reaction is ~1; both conforma-
tions are energetically equivalent, so that the same HA chain can
spend time as a rod, a coil or an intermediate with different intramo-
lecular sections showing both characteristics (Figure 4A, C and D,
equilibrium wheel). This conformational flexibility of transition-size
HA chains means that two (or more) receptors bound to the same
molecule can come together physically close enough to allow the
CDs to bind each other, without a significant energy barrier to over-
come, by altering the conformation of HA to make it more compact
(less rod-like); each receptor can bind to a rod-like region of the HA
and the intervening HA could flex between rod and coil, until the
new protein-protein binding events occurred with high probability
(i.e., high affinity). Thus, weak or nonexistent receptor-receptor CD
interactions in the absence of HA would become stronger or be cre-
ated as more energetically favorable in the presence of bound
transition-size HA that could self-titrate the HA-binding sites along
the chain and the conformation of the intervening HA to enable
formation of stable receptor•HA•receptor complexes.

Why does large MDa HA not activate signaling in the

same way as smaller HA?

Current information about HA size ranges that are competent to ini-
tiate signaling by receptor•HA complexes is confusing. Some recep-
tors are activated by binding small rod-like HA (e.g., <20 kDa),
whereas other receptors not activated by such small HA are acti-
vated by larger (e.g., 200 kDa) HA, but are not activated by MDa
HA. The following considerations may explain why MDa does not
initiate the same signaling observed with smaller HA.

(i) Interactions with MDa HA reflect a normal status quo. It
makes biologic sense that MDa HA should not be capable of initiat-
ing signaling in the same manner as smaller HA, since the normal
mass of HA in the tissue environment of cells is very large (MDa),
not small. Important cellular processes are always controlled in mul-
tiple ways, so cells must have multiple pathways for an ongoing
response to, and regulation of, their stable-external interactions,
such as those mediated via cell surface receptors bound to external
tissue MDa HA. The signaling feedback that monitors and responds
to the status of such long-term interactions would be in a steady-state
and would sense when the receptor•HA complexes are disrupted.
These are “stable-external-contact” pathways responsible for estab-
lishing and maintaining these normal ongoing receptor-HA
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interactions. As part of their function, they are likely designed to
respond to disruption of receptor•HA complexes, due to degradation
of bound HA or its displacement with smaller HA (Figure 4H–J, light
green arrows and CDs) by trying to reestablish the status quo by
making more receptor or targeting more receptor to the cell surface.

(ii) Receptor interactions with smaller HA can disrupt the status
quo. In contrast to the “stable-external-contact” pathways, some of
the HA signaling pathways discovered over the last few decades are
“response-to-disruption” signaling pathways designed to sense and
respond to receptor binding with abnormal HA not usually in the
environment (i.e., much smaller than MDa). These danger-sensing
pathways are intrinsically different than the “stable-external-

contact” pathways. The signaling pathways, transcription factors
activated and gene expression changes are also likely very different,
since their purposes differ. For example, gene expression patterns
for cellular “stable-external-contact” pathways involving MDa HA
necessarily include mostly proteins and processes within the cell or
in near proximity, whereas a hallmark of cellular “response-to-dis-
ruption” pathways is a gene expression pattern with secreted protein
couriers (e.g., cytokines) that convey distress warnings to distant
cells and tissues.

It is also clear that the ability of small HA oligos to stimulate sig-
naling may not always be by a direct mechanism, but rather be by
disrupting receptor•HA complexes via displacement of larger

Fig. 4. Schemes for signaling control by receptor binding to three different HA sizes. The extracellular (vertical ovals) and transmembrane (yellow) domains of

imaginary HA receptors 1–3 (HAR-1, tan; HAR-2, gray; HAR-3, purple) are connected across the membrane (black) to signaling-active (light or dark green)

or-inactive (red) CDs (small ovals); signal transduction pathways are active (green arrows) or inactive (green arrows with X). Two signaling pathways are shown:

a “response-to-disruption” pathway (dark green, top) senses smaller HA that indicates degradation or loss of normal MDa HA; a “stable-external-contact” path-

way (light green, bottom) establishes and senses normal interfaces between cell surface and external HA. Free HA (blue) near a HAR indicates excess HA is pre-

sent. (A) HAR-1 and HAR-2 (middle row) are normally not bound to HA; they are quiescent, not signaling. (B) Both receptors bind to oligo HA (e.g., 10 kDa, small

blue lines) for a fraction of the time (i.e., low affinity, high Kd values); HAR-1•HA, but not HAR-2•HA, initiates signaling if binding creates external conformational

changes that also alter the internal CD to activate signaling. (C) The equilibrium wheel (A,C,D) shows that transition-size HA (200 kDa; multiple blue-line shapes)

is neither solely a rod nor a coil because both conformations are energetically equivalent (Keq for these conformational reactions is ~1). The same HA chain can

spend time as a rod, a coil or an intermediate with different intramolecular sections showing both characteristics. Excess transition-size HA binds stably (i.e.,

high affinity, low Kd values) so all HAR-1•HA and HAR-2•HA complexes are monomeric. HAR-1•HA signals if external conformational changes with this size HA

creates CD changes needed to activate signaling. In contrast, monomeric HAR-2•HA cannot activate signaling. (D) Two HAR-2 proteins can physically bind

to the same 200 kDa HA, in a self -titrating manner as noted in Discussion, to create tri- or oligomeric HAR-2•HA•HAR-2 complexes. In close proximity, the

two CDs bind and undergo conformational changes that activate signaling (indicated by altered CD positioning). The same proximity of HAR-1 CDs occurs with

200 kD HA but may not activate signaling. (E) If limiting MDa HA (large blue-line ball) is presented to unbound (A) or occupied receptors (D), it binds, or dis-

places smaller HA, respectively, creating trimeric HAR•HA•HAR complexes in which receptor CDs are not spatially close and do not interact. HAR-2•HA•HAR-2

is inactive since the CDs do not interact. HAR-1•HA•HAR-1 could still be active, if the bound HA supports conformational changes needed for transmembrane-

CD activation and signaling. (F) Trimeric HAR•HA•HAR with 200 kDa HA (D, dashed arrow) or MDa HA (E) can be disrupted by excess oligo HA to generate

monomeric receptor complexes (F) that can be signaling competent or incompetent. (G) Excess MDa HA could displace oligo HA (F) or 200 kDa HA (D) or bind

to free HAR (A) to generate monomeric HAR•HA complexes that are typically not activated to signal, at least in the “response-to-disruption” sensing pathways

that respond to nonMDa HA. (H) MDa HA does not activate “response-to-disruption” signaling because it is normally in the environment of tissue cells; rather

HAR-3 is always bound to MDa HA and activated in “stable-external-contact” signaling pathways. Degradation of bound MDa HA or its displacement by oligo (I)
or 200 kDa HA (J) inactivates these latter pathways and may or may not activate “response-to-disruption” signaling. Additional details are in the text. HAR-2 sig-

naling behavior upon binding oligo, transition-size or MDa HA (B, D or E) is similar to that of HARE (Pandey et al. 2013).
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sentinel HA, which when bound blocks “response-to-disruption”
signaling (Figure 4H–J). HA receptors, such as CD44 in some cell
types (e.g., chondrocytes), may be normally engaged with MDa HA
and their steady-state situation is little or no signal activation; they
become activated when the bound large HA is degraded or displaced
by smaller HA or oligos. In contrast, HARE is a coated pit mediated
constitutively recycling receptor that binds, endocytoses and releases
its ligand for lysosomal degradation before it returns to the cell sur-
face. The HAR-2 signaling behavior shown for binding to oligo,
transition-size or MDa HA (Figs. 4B, D or E) similarly occurs for
HARE, which does not signal after binding oligo or MDa HA but
does signal when bound to transition-size HA (Pandey et al. 2013).

Summary

The results presented here indicate that the mass midpoint for an
HA rod-to-coil conformational change is ~150–250 kDa (65 nm
diameter), although the change between extended rod and a more
globular random coil likely occurs over a broader HA mass range
(e.g., 100–300 kDa). In this case, HA of >300 kDa mass might have
essentially the same conformation as MDa. It remains to be deter-
mined if the novel signaling characteristics of HA receptors that
bind 100–300 kDa HA are because: (i) the receptor•HA complex
achieves conformational features that allow transmembrane activa-
tion of CD-mediated signaling that does not occur with binding to
larger HA or smaller HA, or (ii) the size of HA in this transition
region uniquely enables two or more receptors to bind the same HA
molecule and bring their CDs into close proximity to create new
conformations or binding interfaces that then bind and/or activate
signaling components. It seems likely that the latter scenario in
which a specific HA size range drives signal-competent oligomeriza-
tion (Figure 4) is a more satisfactory explanation, since we know
that any size HA molecule (>20 sugars) is bound well by any HA
receptor. It is unlikely that a particular size range of HA has a
unique stable conformation different from those found in other size
ranges (even if transitory). In any case, there is no reason to believe
that future discoveries related to the mechanisms and features that
confer HA receptor-mediated cell signaling competence will be any
less exciting than the discoveries brought forth over the last three
decades.

Materials and methods

Hyaluronan samples

Samples representing small-scale trials, individual Select-HA pro-
ducts and Select-HA preparations to be incorporated as standards
for Lo-Ladders or Hi-Ladder products were made and provided by
Dr. Wei Jing of Hyalose. Agarose gel electrophoretic analysis of HA
samples was performed as described by Cowman et al. (2011) and
Weigel et al. (2013).

SEC-MALS analyses to determine HA weight-average

molar mass and radius

Samples were chromatographed at 22°C using one or two (in series)
PLaquagel-OH60, PLaquagel-OH40 or PLaquagel-OH30 columns
(Polymer Labs), depending on the size range being analyzed. Elution
buffer (50mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.0, 150mM NaCl, 0.05%
sodium azide) was pumped at a flow rate of 0.4–0.5 mL/min and
sample MALS analyses were continuously performed on the column
eluate, as it first passed through a DAWN DSP Laser Photometer

and then a OPTILAB DSP Interferometric Refractometer (Wyatt
Technologies, Inc., Santa Barbara, CA). Mw and radius values were
calculated, using Astra v4.73, a dn/dc value of 0.153, an A2 value of
0.0023, and either first order Zimm or second order Berry fits. In
our experience analyzing data for HA <2MDa, first-order Zimm
fits have less uncertainty than second order Berry fits. As described
in detail by Baggenstoss et al. (2006, 2017), injected samples were
≤0.05mg/mL HA to minimize any concentration-dependent arti-
facts. Column performance was monitored regularly using an HA
reference standard.
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